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Technical Note

Novel Hybrid Operating Table for Neurovascular Treatment
Jong-Hyun PARK, Jong Hyeon MUN, Dong-Seung SHIN, Bum-Tae KIM
Soonchunhyang University, College of Medicine, Bucheon Hospital, Department of Neurosurgery, Bucheon-Si, Gyeonggi-Do, Korea

ABSTRACT
The integration of interventional and surgical techniques is requiring the development of a new working environment equipped for
the needs of an interdisciplinary neurovascular team. However, conventional surgical and interventional tables have only limited
ability to provide for these needs. We have developed a concept mobile hybrid operating table that provides the ability for such a
team to conduct both endovascular and surgical procedures in a single session.
We developed methods that provide surgeons with angiography-guided surgery techniques for use in a conventional operating
room environment. In order to design a convenient device ideal for practical use, we consulted with mechanical engineers. The
mobile hybrid operating table consists of two modules: a floating tabletop and a mobile module. The basic principle of the mobile
hybrid operating table is as follows: firstly, the length of the mobile hybrid operating table is longer than that of a conventional
surgical table and yet shorter than a conventional interventional table. It was designed with the goal of exhaustively meeting the
intensive requirements of both endovascular and surgical procedures. Its mobile module allows for the floating tabletop to be
moved quickly and precisely. It is important that during a procedure, a patient can be moved without being repositioned, particularly
with a catheter in situ. Secondly, a slim-profile headrest facilitates the mounting of a radiolucent head clamp system for cranial
stabilization and fixation. Briefly, we have introduced a novel invention, a mobile hybrid operating table for use in an operating suite.
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INTRODUCTION

E

ver since Walter Dandy performed the first direct
clipping of the neck of a cerebral aneurysm, the field
of neurovascular treatment has been rapidly evolving
(3). Advances in neurosurgical techniques made surgery the
predominant mode of treatment until the last two decades.
However, since Guglielmi detachable coils were approved by
the US Food and Drug Administration in 1995, endovascular
treatment has been established as an effective treatment
method for neurovascular diseases. Furthermore, the
endovascular management of such diseases is becoming
more prevalent (1). However, one procedure cannot be said
to be better than another without knowledge of the baseline
characteristics that affect procedural outcomes. Current
studies emphasize the usefulness of combining surgical
and endovascular approaches, otherwise known as hybrid
operations (6,11,14). Traditional interventional tables have
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been found to be unsuitable for meeting the needs of such
an operating unit and the associated operating environment.
There is a need for interdisciplinary neurovascular teams to
have access to a new working environment and hardware
that integrates the needs for both interventional and surgical
techniques.
We herein present a novel invention, a mobile hybrid operating
table (mHOT) that provides the ability to conduct both
endovascular and surgical procedures in a single session.
█

mobile hybrid operating table

We provided surgeons with angiography-guided surgical
techniques in the conventional operating room environment,
and we designed a convenient and practical operating table
to be used during the procedure.
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Conventional surgical tables have some limitations, such
as being radiopaque owing to the metallic material of the
tabletop and not being freely or intuitively adjustable during
an operation. Likewise, conventional interventional tables also
have limitations, such as the degree of difficulty with which
the operating staff can be moved owing to the long length
of the table. Additionally, there are difficulties in mounting
special surgical equipment, especially the head clamp system
for cranial stabilization and fixation.
Our table combines the benefits of interventional and surgical
tables. Not only does it provide the radiolucency, mobility,
and integration of imaging devices as found in conventional
interventional tables, but also makes the proper accessories
easily available, in that it includes rails for mounting surgical
equipment clamps or retractors as found in a conventional
surgical table. We worked with mechanical engineers to
develop the idea for our device. We also obtained a patent
from the Korean Government (patent number: 10-20140062487 obtained on 30/11/2015).
The mHOT consists of two modules: a floating tabletop and
a mobile module (Figure 1A, B). More precisely, the mobile
module is composed of the base unit and a firmly secure
bracket.
Floating Tabletop
The tabletop consists of a material that offers 360° radiolucency
over long distances. The tabletop is designed for whole-body
imaging, with a slim-profile headrest that permits the mounting
of a radiolucent head clamp system. This extension supports
the patient’s body and allows for a radiolucent headrest to be
attached to the end of the extension to support the patient’s
head during surgery. The long tabletop accommodates
catheters and provides added space for placing sterile items
in an easily-accessible location. It is designed with ample
space to allow physicians, nurses, anesthesiologists, and
technologists’ access to the patient, making it easier for the
team to work together effectively. Lateral fastening rails allow
for the releasable fastening of equipment by means of a rail
clamping device. In addition to the fastening rails already
described, the tabletop itself is equipped with an additional
set of guide rails onto which moveable modules can be slid.
These, in turn, have their own set of fastening rails for securing
rail clamping devices (Figure 2).

Restricted guidance is achieved by means of the rack gear,
which is installed beneath the bracket unit and the groove.
The bracket unit spans the distance between the end of the
support unit and the guide apparatus of the base unit. Also,
drive guidance is achieved with a spur gear which allows for
the free-floating tabletop to be rotated with power-assisted
motion, which facilitates panning. The spur gear shaft is
connected to the drive motor, and the spur gear is either
rotated or stopped according to the position of a switch
provided on one side of the base.
There are two coupled under-floor table fixing frames which
fix the mHOT to the floor, providing additional stability. Twin
revolving wheels facilitate transportation. Also, a leveler allows
for perfect stability and works as a brake.
█

DISCUSSION

Since Dandy introduced the combination of surgical and
endovascular approaches in 1938, the hybrid approach has
played an important role in the treatment of neurovascular
disease (3). In particular, cerebral angiography is becoming
ever more important because of its role in diagnosis, and
cerebrovascular disease treatment strategies have been
improving as well (15). In order to obtain better results during
neurointerventional procedures, the development of novel
techniques and equipment has become essential over the
past 20 years (18).
Neuroendovascular procedures involving both diagnostic
and therapeutic neurosurgery are increasing. While many
endovascular procedures can be performed in conventional
angiography suites, an environment with proper sterility and
preparedness is needed to perform combined surgical exposure and endovascular procedures (2). In a conventional situation, if unforeseen technical complications occur, transferring
the patient from the angiography suite to an operating suite
may be necessary. This increases the risks of poor clinical
outcomes in emergency situations.

Mobile Module

Although Yamakawa et al. reported that the hybrid operation
suite has no clearly defined potential added value for improving
clinical outcomes (17), many other studies have anticipated
the benefits of such an approach (1,6,12,13). So, several
studies have provided designs of hybrid operating rooms or
units where both surgical and interventional procedures can
be performed (4,6,11).

The mobile module, which is comprised of the base part
and a mobile bracket, attaches to the floor, while the floating
tabletop rests on top of the base unit. The mobile bracket acts
between the base unit and the floating tabletop in such a way
that it is possible to move said bracket unit against the base
unit and the floating tabletop. By means of the bracket, the
floating tabletop can travel above the base unit. The floating
tabletop can be adjusted for better access to the patient
under examination. It can be moved horizontally in relation to
the base unit. A bracket unit, acting between the base unit and
the floating tabletop, can be moved with respect to the base
unit and the floating tabletop. By means of this bracket unit,
the support unit can travel beyond the base unit.

Usually, a hybrid procedure room integrates elements of
both surgery and interventional procedures. Such rooms can
incorporate more sophisticated image guidance capabilities
than do traditional surgical procedure rooms, and they can
provide a greater degree of sterility control and anesthesia
utilization than do traditional interventional rooms. Most
of the studies conclude with an evaluation that states that
improvement of the facilities, equipment, technologies, and
processes is mandatory (5,9-12). However, there are several
limitations that apply (12). First, the general size of a hybrid
operating facility requires a relatively large operating space
for the installation of equipment necessary for performing
both open and closed procedures (7). Otherwise, the cost
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Figure 1: Illustrated image of the mobile hybrid operating table (mHOT). A) Perspective view of an operating table constructed according
to the novel design scheme. The length and width are measured and described. B) The black arrow represents a radiolucent, floating
tabletop with a slim-profile headrest. The white arrow represents lateral fastening rails. The mobile module consists of a base part (white
arrowhead) and a mobile bracket (black arrowhead).

than a conventional interventional table in a way which
allows for the performance of both surgical and interventional
requirements in a general operating facility. Second, the
mobile module allows for fast and precise movements during
surgery. Third, a slim-profile headrest makes it easy to mount
a supporting radiolucent head clamp system for cranial
stabilization and fixation (Figure 3A, B).

Figure 2: Illustrated image of the mHOT equipped with a
radiolucent head clamp system mounting for cranial stabilization
and fixation.

of room modification would be higher than it would be for
conventional angiography suites and operating rooms.
Second, current conventional interventional tables do not
allow for the installment of proper accessories such as rails
for the mounting of surgical equipment clamps or retractors,
as do conventional surgical tables (16).
Therefore, we decided to develop a unique mHOT which
provides not only the mobility associated with a conventional
interventional table but also the availability of proper
accessories associated with a general operating facility. We
consulted with mechanical engineers during our creative
process. The mHOT includes two modules, a floating tabletop
and a mobile module. It is easy to use in practice. First, the
mHOT is longer than a conventional surgical table but shorter

The mHOT that we developed has several advantages over
commercially available hybrid tables (for example, MAQUET
MAGNUS, Philips, Best, The Netherlands) in the operating
field. Commercially available hybrid tables use floor-mounted
systems that interrupt rapid panning over wide anatomic
areas and limit the potential success of procedures (7). On the
other hand, the mHOT provides for free installation, where the
table is easily mounted to the floor and is readily moveable
from room to room as required. Often, surgical/endovascular
procedures will be performed in a room that does not make
use of a particular table that is already in the room.
Secondly, as mentioned earlier, mHOT has a radiolucent, slimprofile headrest with an elongated, tapered edge that provides
easier temporal and over-the-brow access to the head area
and provides enough space on which to mount a head clamp
system.
We performed a total of 66 cerebral angiography procedures
and 95 neuroendovascular treatments using the mHOT at our
institution. The mHOT has been applied in cases in which
we anticipated encountering unexpected technical difficulties during the procedure, which would change an endovascular treatment to a surgical procedure, or in cases where a
combined surgical and endovascular approach was necessary (8). As neuroendovascular treatments, we performed 55
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Figure 3: A) Photo of the mHOT in an operating room taken with a
mobile digital subtraction angiography (DSA) system. B) Picture of
the mHOT during a combined surgical/endovascular procedure.

aneurysm coil embolizations, 13 carotid stentings, 2 intracranial stentings, 10 intraarterial thrombectomies for acute infarct, 11 chemical angioplasties, 2 glue embolizations for arteriovenous malformations, and 2 meningioma embolizations.
The mHOT allows endovascular and surgical procedures
to be done simultaneously in a single session. In brief, the
integration of interventional and surgical suite technologies
is a step towards improving outcomes during neurovascular
surgery.
█

CONCLUSION

We have developed a mobile hybrid operating table for
operating units. We believe that it offers several advantages
over conventional interventional suites and surgical rooms.
█
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